Circular Saw

TE-CS 190/1
Item No.: 4331005
Ident No.: 11018
Bar Code: 4006825641646
The Einhell Handheld Circular Saw TE-CS 190/1 is comfortable to use and offers practical, tool-free adjustment of cutting depth and tilt angle along
with handy saw blade replacement thanks to the spindle lock. The large handle helps prevent fatigue when working. The high-quality baseplate is
made of robust yet lightweight aluminum. The saw blade is made of high-grade carbide. The splitter adapts to the cutting depth, while the parallel stop
enables precise and clean cuts. The dust extraction adapter helps keeps the workplace clean. High-quality LED lighting ensures optimum illumination
of the cutting area. The handheld circular saw is also compatible with all Einhell guide rails.

Features & Benefits
- Easy adjustment without tools (cutting depth, tilt angle)
- Large handle for tireless working
- High-quality LED for optimum illumination of the cutting area
- High-quality baseplate made of aluminium
- Easy changing of the saw blade thanks to the spindle lock
- High-grade carbide blade for clean cuts
- Dust extraction adapter to keep the workplace clean
- Compatible with the Einhell guide rail
- Splitter adapts to the cutting depth
- Parallel stop for precise cuts

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Idle speed
- Saw blade
- Number of saw teeth
- Cutting depth at 45°
- Cutting depth at 90°

220-240 V | 50 Hz
1500 W
6000 min^-1
Ø190 x ø30 mm
24 Pieces
48 mm
66 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

4.67 kg
5.93 kg
381 x 257 x 263 mm
2 Pieces
14 kg
570 x 390 x 310 mm
742 | 1482 | 1696
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Available as special accessories
Guide rail Alu 2x1000mm
Circular Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502118
Bar Code: 4006825632675
Einhell Accessory
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